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Umbrella Academy Composition Notebook
Reprints the comic book series The Umbrella Academy.

The Umbrella Academy: Apocalypse Suite #3
Includes both volumes 7 & 8 of this acclaimed series in one volume. So where are
the real superheroes? The warriors for truth and justice, the defenders of the
American way, the heroes who fight to make things right and ask for nothing in
return? Hughie finds out when he meets the teenage adventurers known as
SUPERDUPER but unknown to the little Scotsman, Butcher has finally learned his
secret. A dire scheme is set in motion, and at the vast superhero evangelist festival
of BELIEVE, Hughie's relationship with Annie January - aka Starlight of the Seven reaches its terrible conclusion. Next… a special story featuring everyone's favorite
pint-sized Scotsman, Hughie. Mind reeling from cataclysmic events in New York,
Wee Hughie heads home to Auchterladle - the semi-idyllic Scottish seaside town
where he grew up. All Hughie wants is some time to himself, to return to the
bosom of family and friends, and get his head together after two years of
unimaginable chaos. But our hero's luck has always been more cloud than silver
lining, and the familiar surroundings he craves are not all they might be. Old pals
are warped beyond recognition, strangers in town are up to no good, and a figure
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from Hughie's recent past has come back to resolve some unfinished business. You
can go home again - but whether or not you should is another matter entirely.

FREAKS SQUEELE Casey Brinke is a young EMT, working the graveyard shift and dealing with a past
so bizarre, she's not sure what's real and what's make-believe. With her partner,
Sam Reynolds, she's about to blaze a path through the darkest alleys and blackest
hours of the city. The people she finds there--Robotman, Crazy Jane, Negative Man,
and Flex Mentallo-- will blow your mind. Together, these incredible beings have
redefined what it means to be a superhero. Now their power rests in eager new
hands.

Legion: Son of X Vol. 1
At the Faculty of Education for Apprentice Heroes, Chance, Xiong Mao, and Shadow
undertake studies that will allow them to become super heroes capable of saving
the world (and its immediate vicinity). At least, they hope so! These three new
recruits are about to discover the joys of university life, merciless competition
between students, sadistic professors, and the stress of exams. A university that
teaches how to manage one’s media image and obtain one’s super hero license:
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what a concept! Fresh, original, and funny: Freaks’Squeele adopts the codes of the
superhero comic book, then uncompromisingly and confidently turns them upside
down. A breath of fresh air in the stereotypical universe of skin-tight pandex and
colored capes!

Providence Act 3 Limited Edition Hardcover
In an inexplicable worldwide event, forty-seven extraordinary children were
spontaneously born by women who'd previously shown no signs of pregnancy.
Millionaire inventor Reginald Hargreeves adopted seven of the children; when
asked why, his only explanation was, "To save the world." These seven children
form The Umbrella Academy, a dysfunctional family of superheroes with bizarre
powers. Their first adventure at the age of ten pits them against an erratic and
deadly Eiffel Tower, piloted by the fearsome zombie-robot Gustave Eiffel. Nearly a
decade later, the team disbands, but when Hargreeves unexpectedly dies, these
disgruntled siblings reunite just in time to save the world once again.

Omega Men by Tom King: the Deluxe Edition
Dive into the development and production of the Netflix original series, The
Umbrella Academy, with a collection that features hundreds of behind-the-scenes
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images and exclusive commentary from the creative team. Discover how Netflix's
live-action adaption successfully translated Gerard Way and Gabriel Ba's original
vision for their comic to the small screen. Whether you're a diehard alumni of the
comics or a freshman to the Netflix series, you will not want to miss this vividly
designed volume exposing the idiosyncratic wit and dysfunctional dynamism of
Netflix's family of superheroic savants.

The Boys Omnibus Vol. 5
In an inexplicable worldwide event, forty-three extraordinary children were
spontaneously born by women who'd previously shown no signs of pregnancy.
Millionaire inventor Reginald Hargreeves adopted seven of the children; when
asked why, his only explanation was, 'To save the world.' These seven children
form The Umbrella Academy, a dysfunctional family of superheroes with bizarre
powers. Nearly a decade after their first mission, the team disbands, but when
Hargreeves unexpectedly dies, these disgruntled siblings reunite just in time to
save the world once again.

The True Lives of the Fabulous Killjoys
Legion is the most powerful and unstable mutant in the world, and son to Professor
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Charles Xavier. Now, following Professor X's tragic death, Legion will finally attempt
to tame his fractured mind, conquer his inner demons and embrace his father's
legacy! First, Legion tries to help newly manifested mutant twins, exploited by a
criminal cartel in Japan. But the twins have plans of their own, as do Legion's inner
demons! Then, two new villains have begun plotting Legion's demise. But little
does he know one of them is lurking within his own psyche, and the other is hiding
among the X-Men themselves! Legion infiltrates the Jean Grey School for Higher
Learning - but when he learns the demon in his brain has a horrifyingly familiar
face, can he and the X-Men help one another overcome it? COLLECTING: X-MEN
LEGACY (2012) 1-6

The Umbrella Academy Volume 2: Dallas (Deluxe Edition)
Agent, here is your personal composition notebook, with 120 lined pages. All plots,
super secret plans, and mystery information must be recorded inside.

Neil Gaiman's How To Talk To Girls At Parties
The Avengers and the X-Men are faced with a common foe that becomes their
greatest threat: Wanda Maximoff! The Scarlet Witch is out of control, and the fate
of the entire world is in her hands. Will Magneto help his daughter or use her
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powers to his own benefit? Starring the Astonishing X-Men and the New Avengers!
You know how sometimes you hear the phrase: and nothing will ever be the same
again? Well, this time believe it, buster! Nothing will ever be the same again!
Collects House of M (2005) #1-8.

Silver Surfer
"Reprints the comic book series The Umbrella Academy: Dallas, issues #1-6 and
the story "Anywhere but here" from MySpace Dark Horse presents #12, published
by Dark Horse Comics."

The Umbrella Academy: Apocalypse suite
The Batman Who Laughs is enacting a sinister plan across the Multiversesomething both terrifying and oddly familiar. When Bruce Wayne realizes the only
way to stop this madman is to kill him, he must consider violating the very rule
Batman can’t ever breakthe rule that created the Batman Who Laughs! As Bruce
begins to realize that all the mistakes he’s made are somehow connected, the
Batman Who Laughs unleashes a brand-new evil. Enter one of the most punishing
Batmen of the Dark Multiverse: the Grim Knight! Collects THE BATMAN WHO
LAUGHS #1-7 and THE BATMAN WHO LAUGHS: THE GRIM KNIGHT #1.
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Doom Patrol
Billy Butcher, leader of The Boys, once had a chance at another life entirely--when
the love of a good woman pulled him aside from his dreadful path of violence and
despair. This is the story of Billy and Becky, told by the man himself: from the
backstreets of London's East End to the carnage of the Falklands War, from the
heights of love to the depths of tragedy. Includes both Volumes 9 and 10 of this
acclaimed series in one volume.lume.

Hazel and Cha Cha Save Christmas: Tales from the Umbrella
Academy one-shot
In _The Umbrella Academy: Dallas_ #4, Number Five and the Rumor have accepted
a terrible mission, and after enduring torture and a brush with nuclear
Armageddon, the rest of the surviving Umbrella Academy have to put aside their
infighting to try to find their brother and sister, racing through history to do so. The
Eisner and Harvey Award-winning series kicks into high gear as Gerard Way and
Gabriel B�� head into taboo territory in the surreal political thriller _Dallas_. 2008
Eisner Award winnerBest Limited Series, Best Colorist, and Best Cover Artist! 2008
Harvey Award winnerBest New Series! "Way, B��, Stewart, and Piekos have
achieved something rare in comics."IndiePulp.com "Gerard Way is an innovative,
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vibrant new writer of comics who has created an exciting, original world. _The
Umbrella Academy_ feels like serialized 1930s pulp fiction, even as it reads like scifi."PinkRaygun.com

Superman (2006-) #676
The tale of how the Man of Steel met the original Emerald Sentinel, Alan Scott. As a
mysterious team of scientists tracks a dangerous threat headed toward Metropolis,
Superman learns the first lesson of super-heroism from the man who wrote the
book!

Alter Nation: The Mystery of Whining Winny
Umbrella Academy is Netflix's most watched show of 2019 with over 45 million
viewers and a second season on the way! Now the best-selling graphic novel
returns with the original creators! Gerard Way (My Chemical Romance, Doom
Patrol) and Gabriel Bá (Two Brothers, Casanova) have earned awards and
accolades on their separate projects, and finally return to their breakout 2007 hit,
for the latest chapter in the bizarre lives of their former teen superhero team.
Features an introduction by Eisner Award-winning creator Jeff Lemire! Faced with
an increasing number of lunatics with superpowers eager to fight his own
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wunderkind brood, Sir Reginald Hargreeves developed the ultimate solution Now,
just a few years after Hargreeves's death, his Umbrella Academy is scattered.
Number Five is a hired gun, Kraken is stalking big game, Rumor is dealing with the
wreckage of her marriage, an out-of-shape Spaceboy runs around the streets of
Tokyo, Vanya continues her physical therapy after being shot in the head--and no
one wants to even talk about what Séance is up to The award-winning and bestselling superhero series returns, stranger than ever--And their past is coming back
to hunt them.

Umbrella Academy: Hotel Oblivion #1
Abandon all hope as the most infamous villain in the Turtles' universe, Shredder,
returns! Oroku Saki's death is just the beginning, and his journey through the
depths of the underworld proves to be anything but a divine comedy. How much of
Shredder's soul will remain after he faces the horrors of hell, and as his twisted
path leads him deeper through the underworld, will he be able to survive an
onslaught of demonic forces? Or, more importantly--the truth revealed about his
own soul?!

The Making of the Umbrella Academy
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"Collects issues #1-#5 of the Dark Horse Comics series Black Hammer/Justice
League: hammer of justice!"--Copyright page.

The Boys Omnibus Vol. 6
Collects Silver Surfer #1-5, All-New Marvel Now! Point One (the Silver Surfer story).
The Silver Surfer, sentinel of the cosmos, is often alone on his quest to defend
space. All that changes when Surfer meets earthling Dawn Greenwood, a young
woman determined to push the Surfer's boundaries. Plus, the introduction of the
villain known as Never Queen! When Surfer tries to return Dawn home, he finds
himself in his strangest battle yet with Shuma-Gorath!

The Boys Omnibus Vol 4
Check out the New York Times best selling comics series before the new season of
Umbrella Academy debuts July 31st 2020 on Netflix! With a new Netflix show and a
third comics series, the dysfunctional family of superheroes returned with a
vengeance in 2019. Now that acclaimed series, Hotel Oblivion, gets an oversized
hardcover treatment, with the complete 7-issue story, plus a greatly expanded
sketchbook section. Faced with an increasing number of lunatics with superpowers
eager to fight his wunderkind brood, Sir Reginald Hargreeves developed the
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ultimate solution . . . But their past is coming back to haunt them. Collects The
Umbrella Academy: Hotel Oblivion issues #1-#7.

Batman Vol. 10: Knightmares
The new Doom Patrol puts itself back together after nearly being destroyed, and
things start to get a lot weirder for everybody. The Chief leads Robotman, the
recently formed Rebis and new member Crazy Jane against the Scissormen, part of
a dangerous philosophical location that has escaped into our world and is
threatening to engulf reality itself. Collecting Grant Morrison's definitive run, which
launched his career as one of the comic industry's most innovative and creative
writers! Collects Doom Patrol #19-63 and Doom Force Special #1.

Umbrella Academy 6-piece Figure Set
Picked up for TV by Hivemind after a multi-studio bidding war with long-time
producing partners Sean Daniel and Jason Brown, Bad Robot veteran Kathy Lingg,
and former Valiant Entertainment CEO and Chief Creative Officer Dinesh
Shamdasani. From the bestselling creative team behind Old Man Logan and Green
Arrow comes a character-driven meditation on obsession, mental illness, and faith.
The legend of the Black BarnÑan otherworldly building alleged to have appeared
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and reappeared throughout history, bringing death and madness in its
wakeÑensnares and entwines the lives of two very different men. Plus, this
collection includes a variant cover gallery from some of comics best artists,
including CLIFF CHIANG (PAPER GIRLS), JOCK (WYTCHES), SKOTTIE YOUNG (I HATE
FAIRYLAND), and more! Collects GIDEON FALLS #1-6

The Umbrella Academy: Hotel Oblivion Ashcan (Convention
Exclusive)
This set of six Umbrella Academy figures evokes the characters exactly as they
appear in the comic. The likeness is uncanny, with bold shadowing and strange
angles, right down to the fur on Space Boy's over-sized arms. We think you will be
charmed by this set and love not only the figures, but the unique packaging they
are placed in: An umbrella-topped dome looms over the siblings, in all their
monochromatic glory.

The Umbrella Academy
Welcome to the apocalyptic climax of the award-winning, best-selling series _The
Umbrella Academy: Dallas_. The chaos into which the members of the Umbrella
Academy have been thrown in an effort towhat else?save the world becomes even
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more disordered! In the conclusion to the series' second arc, one of the team
commits a bizarre murder, and the brothers and sisters reach their boiling points.
Family tensions were high between the siblings when they were a united force, but
now they've begun to turn on one another_ Winner of the 2008 Eisner Award for
Best Limited Series and the 2008 Harvey Award for Best New Series for
_Apocalypse Suite_ (the first arc of _The Umbrella Academy_), _Dallas_ continues
the excellent teaming of Gerard Way, multiple-award-winning artist Gabriel B��,
and colorist Dave Stewart.

Yona of the Dawn, Vol. 24
"Collecting Providence issues #9-12"--Back cover.

Black Hammer: Age of Doom #1
In order to prevent war with the nation of Xing, Yona and Hak ask the informant
Ogi to deliver an important letter to Su-won. Later, Yona races to the Fire Tribe to
appeal to an ally there—Kang Tae-jun! Will Yona succeed in helping her friends
who are captured in Xing? -- VIZ Media

The Umbrella Academy Volume 3: Hotel Oblivion
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Yes, it's that Madman! Who else? Oni Press is proud to be reprinting the second
mini-series in full-color! Originally released by Tundra, the trade paperback of
these comics went out-of-print quite some time ago, leaving new Mike Allred fans
(the folks who jumped on board with X-FORCE and THE ATOMICS) floundering.
They wanted to know all about Frank Einstein, but they couldn't make it happen.
Now, they can! And this is the cool one, too, where Madman goes back in time and
you get to see Mike draw cool dinosaurs and stuff. This is history, folks. You need
to know it to understand the present. Plus, this edition features a new cover, the
color version of the first ever Frank Einstein story, and a special gallery section!

The Batman Who Laughs
"Over a decade ago a team of revolutionaries called the Killjoys lost their lives
while saving a mysterious young girl from the tyrannical megacorporation Better
Living Industries. Today, the Killjoys live on in memory, if not belief, as BLI widens
its reach and freedom fades. The Girl, now grown, reemerges and is put in the
spotlight as a savior, a role she knows nothing about. But with the new revolution
hell bent on body counts, the Girl must look within herself to put an end to BLI
once and for all"--

The Umbrella Academy: Apocalypse Suite #2
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The Eisner Award-winning superhero saga returns! Picking up immediately where
we left offÑLucy Weber has become the new Black Hammer and right as she's
about to reveal to our heroes how they got stuck on the farm and can escape, she
vanishes. Now our new Black Hammer finds herself trapped in a gritty world filled
with punk rock detectives, emo gods, anthropomorphic humans, absurdist heroes,
and many more weirdoes, in a mad world in which there is no escape! Winner of
the Eisner Award for Best New Series!

Madman Vol. 2
"Omega Men created by Marv Wolfman and Joe Staton."

The Umbrella Academy
There are strange goings-on in the dark alleys of Gotham City, mysteries that will
require a different skill set than the Caped Crusader’s if he’s going to stop the
whole city from succumbing to the darkness. Still reeling from the attacks on his
Bat-Family and reputation, the Dark Knight looks to track down the mysterious
operator has been lurking behind the scenes in Gotham. Collects issues #61-63
and 66-69.
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House of M
Hazel and Cha Cha—the bizarre assassins who first appear in Umbrella Academy:
Dallas and blew audiences away in the Netflix series—track down a rogue time
agent and cross paths with a plot to discredit Christmas! The first Umbrella
Academy spinoff!

The Umbrella Academy Library Edition Volume 3: Hotel
Oblivion
In a world where costumed heroes soar through the sky and masked vigilantes
prowl the night, someone's got to make sure the "supes" don't get out of line. And
someone will! Billy Butcher, Wee Hughie, Mother's Milk, The Frenchman, and The
Female are The Boys: A CIA-backed team of very dangerous people, each one
dedicated to the struggle against the most dangerous force on Earth - superpower!
Some superheroes have to be watched. Some have to be controlled. And some of
them - sometimes - need to be taken out of the picture. That's when you call in The
Boys!

The Umbrella Academy: Dallas #6
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Gerard Way & Gabriel Ba reunite! Faced with an increasing number of lunatics with
superpowers eager to face off with his own wunderkind brood, Sir Reginald
Hargreeves developed the ultimate solution. Now, just a few years after
Hargreeves's death, his Umbrella Academy is scattered. Number Five is a hired
gun, Kraken is stalking big game, Rumor is dealing with the wreckage of her
marriage, a rotund Spaceboy runs around the streets of Tokyo, Vanya continues
her physical therapy after being shot in the head--and no one wants to even
mention Seance until issue #2. With a Netflix series soon to debut, the awardwinning and best-selling superhero series returns, stranger than ever. And their
past is coming back to hunt them.

The Goon Library
Our heroes are scattered after Sir Reginald Hargreevesâ death. Number Five is a
hired gun, Kraken stalks big game, Rumor is dealing with the wreckage of her
marriage, a rotund Spaceboy runs around the streets of Tokyo, Vanya continues
her physical therapy after being shot in the headâ and no one wants to even
mention Seance until issue #2. Hotel Oblivion #1 comes to you in October, but this
special summer preview gives readers their first glimpse into the lives of these
strange heroes in nearly ten years, but picks up the story directly from the events
of The Umbrella Academy: Dallas.
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The Umbrella Academy: Dallas #4
GK Delta are the only line of defense against threats that normal humans can't
stop! Are these human-animal hybrids the heroes we needeven if the world isn't
ready for them? These teenage cryptids were subjects of a top-secret military
experiment dedicated to creating the perfect soldier, but the truth is bigger than
they've come to realize. Join the team as they're dispatched to Nevada where it's
rumored that a monster is menacing locals on the mountain. Have they found a
new member of GK Delta? If not, they'll be trapped between it and the
townspeople they need to save. Written by Tim Seeley (Grayson, G.I. Joe: A Real
American Hero) and illustrated by Mike Norton (Battlepug).

The Doom Patrol Omnibus
Neil Gaiman! Fábio Moon! Gabriel Bá! Two teenage boys are in for a tremendous
shock when they crash a party where the girls are far more than they appear!
From Neil Gaiman—one of the most celebrated authors of our time—and awardwinning artists Fábio Moon and Gabriel Bá, this sumptuous graphic novel is not to
be missed! * Moon and Bá adapt the Gaiman story they were born to draw!
“Gaiman, Moon, and Bá have created a triolet of a book, lyrically powerful and
utterly unforgettable.”—Junot Díaz “How can something so strange and so
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beautiful also be so sad? Like a poem, a pattern, and a people whose world was
swallowed by the sea, How To Talk To Girls at Parties is three things at once.” —
Kelly Sue DeConnick “Had sneak peek at How to Talk to Girls at Parties. What boys
fear! That girls are very smart aliens who will do frightful things to you in The
Upper Room! Teenage angst. Lovely drawing/painting.” —From a Tweet by
Margaret Atwood “A haunting ode to the lyric of girls, who for our protagonists
represent a vast, uncharted universe. An extraordinary comic from three
extraordinary creators.”—Marjorie Liu “Gentle, strange, and full of perfectly good
advice (‘You just have to talk to them!’), How to Talk to Girls at Parties is wise and
odd. Neil Gaiman’s writing is sweetly complemented by Fábio Moon & Gabriel Bá’s
art. It’s a quirky delight.”—Audrey Niffenegger

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: Shredder in Hell
The reunited Umbrella Academy launches into action to combat a robot crime
spree and investigate a string of murdered violinists, all while trying to prevent the
apocalypse. Meanwhile, the team's missing membertheir powerless sisterslips
further through the cracks, and into the very heart of a plot to destroy the world.
Conceived and written by Gerard Way of My Chemical Romance, _The Umbrella
Academy_ features interior art by Eisner Award-winning artist Gabriel B��
(_De:Tales_), colors by Eisner Award-winning colorist Dave Stewart, and covers by
multiple Eisner Award-winning painter James Jean (_Fables_). Cover by Eisner
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Award-winning painter James Jean. Artwork by Gabriel B��, featured on
_Entertainment Weekly_'s Top 100 list.

Black Hammer/Justice League: Hammer of Justice!
Nine years after parting ways, the estranged members of the Umbrella Academy
have gathered for the funeral of their guardian and mentor. But their reunion is far
from pleasant, as old wounds reopen, murderous mimes embark on a crime spree,
and one of the siblings is seduced away by a mysterious villain_ Conceived and
written by Gerard Way of My Chemical Romance, _The Umbrella Academy_
features interior art by Eisner Award-winning artist Gabriel B�� (_De:Tales_),
colors by Eisner Award-winning colorist Dave Stewart, and covers by multiple
Eisner Award-winning painter James Jean (_Fables_).

Gideon Falls Vol. 1: Black Barn
Collects The Goon, volume 0: Rough stuff; The Goon, volume 1: Nothin' but misery;
The Goon, volume 2: My murderous childhood (and other grievous yarns); and The
Goon, volume 3: Heaps of ruination.
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